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Landscape Design Software 
Here is the CAD tool that I used to do my yard design.  They have a free trial, but I liked it so much that I 

chose to purchase the ‘pro’ version for $150 (they also have ‘plus’ for $100 and ‘architect’ for $400.) 

Ideaspectrum Landscape Design Software 

It is a bunch of work to measure all of your property to get an accurate model but once completed it is 

very handy for doing planning landscaping changes such as new plants, pools, hot tubs, and other 

construction projects.  It will generate the design documents required for most HOA design committees. 

Here is a compressed look at my landscaping. 

 

 

https://ideaspectrum.com/
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As you can imagine it will also generate the 3D views from the models which is very helpful when trying 

to figure out if a certain type of plant would look better in this spot or that one. 
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Dripper Choice 
I had originally used adjustable flow drippers on all of the plants.   

 

However these suffer from a number of issues as follows. 

1. It’s impossible to tell how much water is being applied because of the manual adjustment. 

2. If bumped by a rabbit or something, the adjustment can change – in extreme cases the cap will 

fly off and shoot water into the air. 

3. The water flow is not constant if the water pressure changes. 

Because of these issues, it required constant tweaking to be able to get the required amount of water to 

each plant.  Eventually I got tired of dealing with this and replaced all of the bubbler heads with 

‘pressure compensating’ drippers.  

 

 

With these all the problems go away and you can exactly calculate how much water is being distributed 

to each plant. 

These drippers come in various standard flow rates: 1, 2, 5, 10, … gallons per hour. 
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Choosing Dripper Flow Rates 
To determine what dripper sizes to use you need the following information: 

1. The water flow rate at your house. 

2. The number of plants you have on each irrigation line. 

3. The amount of water needed for each plant. 

The flow rate (1) can be determined using a 5 gallon bucket and a stop watch.  Simply time how long it 

takes to fill up the bucket using a hose on full blast. 

When I did this it took 56 seconds which translates to 321 gallons per hour. 

Research shows that you should only plan on using ½ of the flow rate.  Using more than this causes the 

pressure to drop too low and the dripper will stop working properly.  Therefore, in this case, the 

drippers should be chosen to limit the flow to less than 160 gallons per hour. 

Next, using your landscape layout, you need to assign watering amounts to each plant based upon its 

size (bigger plants need more water – see chart at the end of this section) so the total flow does not 

exceed 160 gallons per hour.  If you have lots of plants it can be seen that you will need to use lower 

flow drippers and run the water longer.  If you have few plants you can use higher flow drippers and run 

the water for shorter periods of time. 
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Keep in mind that you should always use at least two drippers per plant (unless they are really small) 

placed on opposite sides of the trunk.  This is necessary so that the water is evenly distributed to the 

roots. 

In the example shown, the plant gallons per hour rates are 1, 2, and 4.  Therefore using 1 and 2 gallon 

per hour drippers works out very nicely. 

 

Plant Water Requirements 

This chart is an excerpt from the Southern Nevada Water Authority (as of 2/2022) and should be used as 

a guideline to how much water different sized plants need in Las Vegas. 
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Fertilizer Distribution 

Choice of System 
A properly installed drip irrigation system will have some sort of filter on the line (below left.)  You can 

unscrew the canister on the filter and insert fertilizer tablets (below right) into the screen mesh which 

provides fertilizer as your irrigation system waters your plants. 

 

This was my first choice (because it was already installed in my system) but I was sadly disappointed for 

several reasons: 

1. You can only fit about 15 tablets into the canister and the instructions on the package 

recommend 1 table per bubbler.  

2. Since I have around 75 bubblers on each circuit , it would take 5 watering cycles to put enough 

fertilizer on the plants 

3. Every time you take apart the canister it causes mechanical strain which will ultimately cause 

your lines to start leaking. 

4. The fertilizer tablets are very expensive – about $26/packet (1/4lb) on Amazon.  I’m sure you 

could find them cheaper somewhere else but not as cheap as bulk fertilizer. 

5. The tablets are hard to find and often out of stock. 

6. The fertilizer is not evenly distributed in the water flow so some plants get more and others less. 
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For these reasons I ended up going with a much more industrial solution seen below. 

 

This is available at the drip depot web site for about $400: 

Ez-flo high capacity quick fill systems - size : 1.75 gallon (dripdepot.com) 

With this system you can use any water soluble fertilizer.  I chose the following which is available on 

Amazon for about $26 for a 5 pound bag.  Several reviews showed that this was commercial farm grade, 

which contains more nutrients, and many people opted to use the cheaper Miracle Grow available in 

supermarkets at a lower cost. 

 

  

https://www.dripdepot.com/item/ez-flo-high-capacity-quick-fill-systems-size-1-75-gallon
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Calculating System Settings 
The EZ-FLO unit has an adjustment knob to change how much fertilizer is distributed when the valves 

are turned on. 

 

From this chart and other research I chose to use the following seasonal settings: 

1. Winter – ‘2’ 

2. Spring/Fall – ‘1’ 

3. Summer – ‘Slow’ 
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From the EZ-FLO data, this model (when completely filled with fertilizer) will not run out of fertilizer 

until the following amounts of water are passed through the system. 

 

To figure out approximately how long it will take between fertilizer refills, follow these steps. 

1. The system uses approximately 125 gallons/hour per valve (add up all of the bubbler 

gallon/hour ratings.) 

2. The system runs each of 2 valves for one hour each day – 250 gallons of water per day. 

3. The system runs 1 day/week winter, 3 days/week spring/fall, and 6 days/week summer. 

4. So gallons/week = 250 winter, 750 spring/fall, 1,500 summer. 

5. The weeks between fertilizer refills are therefore: 

a. Winter (setting 2) = 3,500/250 = 14 weeks 

b. Spring/Fall (setting 1) = 14,000/750 = 18 weeks 

c. Summer (setting slow) = 26,250/1,500  = 17 weeks 

From this, it can be seen that the system will need to refill the fertilizer approximately every 3 months or 

so. 

If you would like to have less frequent refills you can simply purchase a larger EZ-FLO system.  This will 

of course cost more and require a larger in-ground casing, but will result in less yearly maintenance. 

For home use, re-filling the unit 4 times a year seems like a good balance and it easy to put a reminder 

on your calendar to do so. 
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Fertilizer Choice 
Each plant has slightly different fertilizer requirements so it may be difficult to find a fertilizer that works 

perfectly for every plant. 

Fertilizers are rated with three numbers (ex: 4-2-4) which refer to the amounts of certain chemicals 

needed. 

Some basic research on the internet will provide you with the requirements for your plants. For 

example: 

 Palm uses 4-2-4 

 Holly uses 4-6-4 or 4-3-4 

Since 4-2-4 is almost the same as 4-3-4, they can probably both use the same fertilizer. 

Remember also that these numbers denote the ‘ratio’ between the amount of one chemical to another 

chemical.  Therefore instead of using 4-3-4 you could also use 8-6-8 (which is twice as concentrated) and 

only need to apply ½ as much. 
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I chose to use a generic 20-20-20 fertilizer for my desert landscaping. 

After roughly 4 weeks of running the system with this fertilizer, I can see amazing results!   

The bush below had been on the verge of death for the past year or so.  As you can see in the photo 

below, there is a small section of dark green leaves (highlighted with yellow in the bottom left area 

below) which were the only leaves for the past year or so.   

All of the light green leaves are new growth since the fertilizer has been applied.  This entire area used 

to look like dead branches.  You can see that about 90% of the plant was leafless before and is now very 

healthy and vibrant. 
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Dynamically Adjusting Water Requirements 
Most homes use a simple sprinkler controller that applies the same amount of water to all of the circuits 

every day.  The homeowner is then responsible to re-program this as the seasons change to stay in 

compliance with water company rules about which days water can be applied. 

This generally results in either too much, or too little water applied every day.  In fact, with the same 

setting it might apply too much water one day, and too little the very next day if it got hotter and 

windier on the second day! 

A much more accurate method is to use a home controller to dynamically alter the amount of water 

applied every day based on actual weather conditions. 

 

Home Controllers & Weather Services 
There are many different home controllers and weather services available on the market.  I chose to use 

Universal Devices Polisy controller along with Tomorrow IO weather service, but you are free to choose 

your own based upon your needs. 

The Polisy controller costs around $400, is very versatile and supports a wide array of features – its 

drawback is that you need to be reasonably technically competent to get everything setup.  Tomorrow 

IO weather is nice because it is supported by the Polisy controller (you have to purchase a $5 Climacell 

node) and the basic service is free (yes, free) and will work for most people’s requirements. 

 

A detailed description of how this can be accomplished is described here: Conserving Irrigation Water. 

  

  

https://www.universal-devices.com/polisy/
http://www.tomorrow.io/
Conserving%20Irrigation%20Water.pdf
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Automatically Filling Fountain Water 
If you have a fountain (or other water feature) you know that it can get tiring keeping it filled up all the 

time. 

A simple solution to this problem is to add a float valve which can be purchased on Amazon here: Float 

Valve for about $25.  You will also need a garden hose long enough to go from your fountain to the 

closest outdoor water faucet. 

I used the “Little Giant Trough-O-Matic Stock Water Tank Float Valve Controlled Watering Tank with 

Plastic Housing and Expansion Brackets (Item No. TM825T)” but there are certainly other alternatives. 

 

 

I originally drilled two holes in the fountain and attached it with screws (left picture above.)  The unit 

comes with a clamp that you may be able to use if your fountain edge is not too thick - in which case 

there is no drilling at all.  Over time this did not work so well and it was difficult to service the float valve 

which resulted in the water level gradually creeping up and eventually flowing over the edge. 

I later (after learning how to weld) welded two custom stainless steel brackets (right picture above) to 

have the float valve attached to a brick – the whole assembly simply sits in the bottom of the fountain 

now.  This is much better because it is very simple to lift it out and clean the algae out and move the 

sealing washer.  The water level is now much more consistent.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000HHS9RM?psc=1&ref=ppx_yo2ov_dt_b_product_details
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000HHS9RM?psc=1&ref=ppx_yo2ov_dt_b_product_details

